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Abstract
In this note, we give the classi5cation of self-dual F7-codes of length 12 and maximal
self-orthogonal codes of lengths 10; 11 and 13. It is also shown that there is no self-dual
[16; 8; d¿ 8] code over F7. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this note, we consider self-dual and maximal self-orthogonal codes over F7. For a
code C over F7, the dual code C⊥ is de5ned as C⊥= {x∈ Fn7 | x ·y=0 for all y∈C}
where x ·y denotes the standard inner product. The code C is self-orthogonal if
C ⊆C⊥ and self-dual if C =C⊥. A self-dual [n; n=2] code over F7 exists if and only
if n≡ 0 (mod 4). A self-orthogonal code is called maximal if it is not contained in
any larger self-orthogonal code of that length. Two codes C and C′ are equivalent if
there exists an n by n (1;−1; 0)-monomial matrix P with C′=CP= {xP | x∈C}. The
automorphism group Aut(C) of C consists of all n by n (1;−1; 0)-monomial matrices
P with C =CP.
Self-dual F7-codes of lengths 4 and 8 and maximal self-orthogonal codes of lengths
up to 9 were classi5ed in [5]. In this note, we give the classi5cation of self-dual F7-
codes of length 12 and maximal self-orthogonal codes of lengths 10; 11 and 13. Our
approach is similar to that used in an earlier paper by the present authors [2]. It is
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also shown that there is no self-dual [16; 8; 8] F7-code; therefore, the largest minimum
weight of self-dual F7-codes of length 16 is 7. From the classi5cation of self-dual
codes of lengths up to 12, it is shown that the smallest length for which there is a
self-dual F7-code with a trivial automorphism group is 12. Since the codes throughout
this paper are F7-codes, we omit the 5eld in the sequel and mean F7-codes whenever
codes are discussed.
2. Self-dual codes of length 12
In this section, we classify self-dual codes of length 12 using the same approach as
in [2] (see also [4]). More precisely, this is accomplished by classifying self-orthogonal
[6 + t; t] codes for increasing t in the interval 16t66. The number of inequivalent
self-orthogonal [6 + t; t] codes for 16t66 turned out to be 12, 62, 347, 628, 250
and 64, respectively, where the last number gives the number of inequivalent self-dual
codes of length 12.
The weight distributions of the 64 self-dual codes C12;1; : : : ; C12;64 were determined;
the minimum weights d and the numbers Ad; Ad+1; Ad+2 of codewords of weights
d; d+1; d+2 are listed in Table 1. The orders of the automorphism groups |Aut| were
also calculated, and the result was veri5ed with the mass formula (which is described
below). We list generator matrices (I; G12; i) of the codes C12; i for i=1; : : : ; 64. In order
to save space, only G12; i is given using the form g1; g2; : : : ; g6 where gj is the jth row
G12;1 = 320000; 530000; 003200; 005300; 000032; 000053;
G12;2 = 320000; 530000; 003200; 001210; 001222; 004113;
G12;3 = 320000; 530000; 002110; 006201; 005221; 005562;
G12;4 = 320000; 530000; 003311; 006441; 001643; 003163;
G12;5 = 320000; 121000; 122200; 533210; 533222; 655113;
G12;6 = 320000; 121000; 411110; 533201; 366221; 366562;
G12;7 = 320000; 121000; 533210; 000230; 366212; 533143;
G12;8 = 320000; 121000; 122311; 244441; 533643; 122163;
G12;9 = 320000; 413100; 411110; 245130; 654112; 362443;
G12;10 = 320000; 413100; 411110; 360301; 241621; 123662;
G12;11 = 320000; 413100; 360310; 416030; 241612; 124343;
G12;12 = 320000; 413100; 124320; 412530; 415302; 246503;
G12;13 = 320000; 413100; 124320; 361011; 536121; 360322;
G12;14 = 320000; 413100; 361011; 240241; 413243; 656263;
G12;15 = 320000; 413100; 531211; 001441; 124343; 240263;
G12;16 = 320000; 003200; 535310; 245301; 654121; 366562;
G12;17 = 320000; 003200; 534120; 652430; 365302; 536503;
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G12;18 = 320000; 411110; 245310; 242611; 245041; 530412;
G12;19 = 320000; 411110; 533201; 415511; 125303; 364423;
G12;20 = 320000; 533210; 004411; 366212; 650432; 536662;
G12;21 = 211000; 620100; 663110; 166301; 326621; 531662;
G12;22 = 211000; 620100; 212020; 415211; 353021; 043622;
G12;23 = 211000; 620100; 513320; 141011; 451121; 166322;
G12;24 = 211000; 620100; 141011; 344241; 620243; 203263;
G12;25 = 211000; 620100; 132211; 335441; 654343; 203263;
G12;26 = 211000; 221200; 052120; 531211; 043521; 105022;
G12;27 = 211000; 221200; 531211; 301041; 424643; 540563;
G12;28 = 211000; 141110; 406310; 460611; 406041; 344412;
G12;29 = 211000; 141110; 132420; 353021; 221641; 105442;
G12;30 = 211000; 141110; 301301; 132511; 264503; 602423;
G12;31 = 211000; 141110; 301301; 645621; 513023; 602423;
G12;32 = 211000; 442210; 052120; 141221; 504541; 451042;
G12;33 = 211000; 442210; 052201; 433321; 620423; 203623;
G12;34 = 211000; 442210; 061411; 203541; 166103; 362333;
G12;35 = 211000; 442210; 061411; 114212; 255432; 451662;
G12;36 = 211000; 310310; 123511; 565141; 645203; 654333;
G12;37 = 211000; 531320; 531530; 221311; 540231; 043152;
G12;38 = 331100; 644100; 630111; 111041; 531343; 251663;
G12;39 = 331100; 222010; 304101; 024421; 132023; 510323;
G12;40 = 331100; 222010; 304101; 415112; 441332; 126632;
G12;41 = 331100; 222010; 325111; 566312; 216632; 263162;
G12;42 = 331100; 304110; 361011; 512141; 611603; 365333;
G12;43 = 331100; 304110; 361011; 302312; 132032; 516462;
G12;44 = 331100; 304110; 213211; 323341; 422103; 643233;
G12;45 = 331100; 304110; 213211; 124112; 532232; 053362;
G12;46 = 331100; 324210; 235111; 350412; 425532; 623162;
G12;47 = 331100; 324210; 101311; 240312; 413332; 420362;
G12;48 = 331100; 533120; 422111; 615231; 331233; 336453;
G12;49 = 331100; 533120; 066411; 625631; 202633; 326053;
G12;50 = 331100; 533120; 452611; 054231; 605533; 260453;
G12;51 = 331100; 533120; 124121; 162541; 600313; 525243;
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G12;52 = 331100; 533120; 005221; 152141; 511213; 426443;
G12;53 = 331100; 414220; 243021; 205341; 100413; 012243;
G12;54 = 331100; 414220; 124121; 544441; 504213; 055143;
G12;55 = 331100; 414220; 005221; 266541; 666013; 562043;
G12;56 = 331100; 423021; 534012; 413332; 634423; 332143;
G12;57 = 311110; 663101; 146011; 610631; 101461; 016163;
G12;58 = 311110; 663101; 146011; 625641; 251361; 262613;
G12;59 = 311110; 663101; 332522; 523352; 055133; 260543;
G12;60 = 311110; 663101; 405132; 314432; 264053; 333153;
G12;61 = 311110; 663101; 325232; 464332; 253253; 344653;
G12;62 = 311110; 153211; 645621; 121531; 662451; 061613;
G12;63 = 332210; 423201; 363022; 441332; 204623; 624343;
G12;64 = 332210; 423201; 363022; 540632; 105323; 426443:
If C can be written as a direct sum C′⊕C′′ where C′ and C′′ are self-dual, then
C is called decomposable. All inequivalent self-dual codes of lengths 4 and 8 are
given in [5, Table 1]. We use the notations in [5, Table 1] for the self-dual codes.
It is easy to see that C4⊕ 2C2; C4⊕ 2C3(8); C4⊕E1 and C4⊕E2 are decomposable
codes of length 12. Moreover, all are inequivalent and these codes are equivalent to
C12;1; C12;2; C12;3 and C12;4, respectively.
Mass formulas are useful when attempting to complete the classi5cation of self-dual
codes and maximal self-orthogonal codes. The total number of distinct self-dual codes
of length n is given in [3, p. 633]:
N (n)= 2
(n−2)=2∏
i=1
(7i + 1):
Hence, we have the following mass formula:
N (n)=
∑
C∈C(n)
n!2n
|Aut(C)| ; (1)
where C(n) is the set of all inequivalent self-dual codes of length n, and |Aut(C)|
denotes the order of the automorphism group of C (cf. [5]).
In order to check that our classi5cation is complete, we calculate the mass formula
as follows:
N (12)= 11110598963200=
64∑
i= 1
12!212
|Aut(C12; i)| :
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Table 1
Self-dual codes of length 12
Code |Aut| d Ad Ad+1 Ad+2 Code |Aut| d Ad Ad+1 Ad+2
C12; 1 82944 3 72 72 0 C12; 2 1728 3 36 60 156
C12; 3 2304 3 24 72 144 C12; 4 16 128 3 24 24 336
C12; 5 144 3 12 48 132 C12; 6 72 3 6 42 102
C12; 7 216 3 18 18 114 C12; 8 504 3 6 18 150
C12; 9 36 3 12 12 48 C12; 10 12 3 6 18 78
C12; 11 108 3 12 0 144 C12; 12 324 3 18 0 54
C12; 13 12 3 6 12 66 C12; 14 36 3 6 0 114
C12; 15 36 3 6 0 90 C12; 16 144 3 12 12 12
C12; 17 1944 3 24 0 0 C12; 18 12 3 6 6 54
C12; 19 12 3 6 12 30 C12; 20 18 3 6 0 54
C12; 21 32 4 24 72 312 C12; 22 48 4 36 72 336
C12; 23 16 4 24 48 384 C12; 24 48 4 12 96 312
C12; 25 48 4 12 48 360 C12; 26 8 4 24 48 384
C12; 27 12 4 12 84 300 C12; 28 4 4 12 48 360
C12; 29 4 4 12 48 360 C12; 30 4 4 12 48 360
C12; 31 4 4 6 72 324 C12; 32 8 4 12 24 432
C12; 33 12 4 6 48 396 C12; 34 2 4 6 36 384
C12; 35 4 4 6 36 384 C12; 36 4 4 6 36 384
C12; 37 36 4 18 0 468 C12; 38 72 5 72 312 1872
C12; 39 16 5 60 348 1824 C12; 40 16 5 60 348 1824
C12; 41 12 5 24 408 1968 C12; 42 8 5 72 312 1872
C12; 43 8 5 72 312 1872 C12; 44 4 5 60 348 1824
C12; 45 4 5 60 348 1824 C12; 46 8 5 24 408 1968
C12; 47 4 5 36 372 2016 C12; 48 48 5 72 360 1584
C12; 49 8 5 36 372 2016 C12; 50 4 5 24 408 1968
C12; 51 8 5 36 372 2016 C12; 52 4 5 24 408 1968
C12; 53 8 5 24 408 1968 C12; 54 12 5 36 372 2016
C12; 55 12 5 36 372 2016 C12; 56 48 5 24 408 1968
C12; 57 96 6 432 2160 6480 C12; 58 120 6 432 2160 6480
C12; 59 24 6 432 2160 6480 C12; 60 144 6 432 2160 6480
C12; 61 48 6 432 2160 6480 C12; 62 480 6 432 2160 6480
C12; 63 120 6 480 1872 7200 C12; 64 80 6 480 1872 7200
Therefore, we have the following:
Theorem 1. There are exactly 64 inequivalent self-dual codes of length 12, four of
which are decomposable.
We now compare our codes with four inequivalent bordered double circulant self-
dual [12; 6; 6] codes found in [1]. The codes C1;1 and C1;9 in [1] have A6 = 432, and
C2;1 and C2;5 in [1] have A6 = 480. Moreover, the equivalence of one pair of codes
C2;1 and C2;3 in [1] was not determined in that paper. From our classi5cation, C1;1 and
C1;9 are equivalent to C12;62 and C12;58, respectively, and C2;1 and C2;5 are equivalent
to C12;63 and C12;64, respectively. In addition, C2;1 and C2;3 turn out to be equivalent.
The smallest possible automorphism group of a self-dual code is {I;−I}. Such an
automorphism group is called trivial. The occurrence of self-dual codes with trivial
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automorphism groups has been investigated (cf. [6, Section 13.3]). In particular, it is a
problem to determine the smallest length for which there is a code with a trivial auto-
morphism group for each class of self-dual codes. For example, the smallest length for
which there is a binary doubly-even self-dual code with a trivial automorphism group
is 40. Now, we consider this problem for self-dual codes from known classi5cations
given in [5] and the present paper. All the self-dual codes of lengths 4 and 8 have
nontrivial automorphism groups [5, Table 1]. However, C12;34 in Table 1 has a trivial
automorphism group. Hence, we have the following:
Proposition 2. The smallest length for which there is a self-dual code with a trivial
automorphism group is 12.
3. Self-dual codes of length 16
Proposition 3. There are at least 1570171 inequivalent self-dual codes of length 16.
Proof. From (1), the total number of distinct self-dual codes of length 16 is 2
∏7
i=1
(7i + 1). Since the smallest possible automorphism group is of order 2, at least
2
∏7
i=1 (7
i + 1)
16!216
2=
918946504001395
585252864
¿1570170
codes must be inequivalent.
Hence, it seems very hard to classify all self-dual codes of length 16. Even if it
is not possible for us to classify the self-dual codes of length 16, it is possible to
determine the largest minimum weight of such codes.
The largest minimum weight of self-dual codes of length 16 is 7 or 8 [1].
By restricting the classi5cation to codes with d¿8, the number of self-orthogonal
[8 + t; t; d¿8] codes turned out to be 11, 45, 398, 112, 0, 0, 0, 0 for 16t68. There-
fore, we have the following:
Theorem 4. There is no self-dual [16; 8; 8] code. The largest minimum weight of self-
dual codes of length 16 is 7.
4. Maximal self-orthogonal codes of lengths 10, 11 and 13
For length n≡ 2 (mod 4) (resp. n≡ 1 (mod 2)), a self-orthogonal code of dimension
(n− 2)=2 (resp. (n− 1)=2) is maximal (cf. [5]). The total number of distinct maximal
self-orthogonal codes of length n is also known (cf. [5]):
N ′(n)=


∏n=2
i=2 (7
i + 1) if n≡ 2 (mod 4);
∏(n−1)=2
i=1 (7
i + 1) if n is odd:
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Hence, we have the following mass formula:
N ′(n)=
∑
C∈D(n)
n!2n
|Aut(C)| ; (2)
where D(n) is the set of all inequivalent maximal self-orthogonal codes of length n,
and |Aut(C)| denotes the order of the automorphism group of C (cf. [5]).
We complete the classi5cation of maximal self-orthogonal codes of lengths 10; 11
and 13 by merely listing the results.
Proposition 5. There are exactly 628; 250 and 28172 inequivalent maximal self-
orthogonal codes of lengths 10; 11 and 13, respectively.
The above classi5cations were veri5ed by checking the mass formula (2).
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